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Stoke-on-Trent, barely visible beneath its smoke and lit by
the intermittent glare of blast-furnaces. But one can see
now that the legend of Chicago's murk was a mere repartee.
For New York is universally believed to be extremely light
and Chicago is nothing if not different. Truth must be
told, although one would not willingly hurt a single feeling
on Michigan Avenue (or even in the City Hall); and it must
be confessed with grave reluctance that west-bound trains
draw into a tall city, full of light,
There is a difference, though, For the visitor is nowhere
haunted in Chicago by those echoes of somewhere else that
stir his memories of Europe in certain American cities.
There is no note of Paris in the Chicago air; no hint of
England; since that robust child does not" take after " any
of its highly numerous parents. Perhaps she is a little too
much thefille du regiment. The city looks, indeed, towards
the seat; but when Chicago looks eastwards, it looks across
Lake Michigan, not (Mayor Thompson will agree) across the
Atlantic. For here is an American city that is just trying,
trying hard, and even trying sometimes a little truculently,
to be an American city. And how admirably it succeeds.
Even civic pride may be forgiven its worst excesses, when it
has something to be proud of; and what citizen could walk
between the shop-fronts of Michigan Avenue and his gleaming
lake without a sinful pride ? That, surely, is a half-street
worthy to stand in the choice company of the world's half-
streets—with King's Parade, and Piccadilly urbanely over-
looking its Park, and Princes Street where Edinburgh
Castle stares grimly down into the shop-windows. There
is no need to swagger about Michigan Avenue; for that
stately profile easily compels the praises it deserves.
The tall fa9ades along the lake seem to look nobly out to
sea across the intervening ash-heaps, One was a little
puzzled by that sudden interlude of ugliness between the
calm and regular features of the boulevard and the bright
splendour of the lake. For a No Man's Land of holes and
heaps and rubbish intrudes, like a line of dust-bins between

